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Resetting Your Culture



The Reset: The Culture 
of Work and Healthcare

• Pandemic(s) and ongoing 
reverberations

• Psychosocial issues

• Social determinants of health

• Systemic racism and other isms

• Changes in the healthcare system

• Great/Silent Resignations turmoil

• Worldwide turmoil



WHY are we talking 
about this?

Prospect Theory *

• People avoid change as long as possible. They 

don’t want to lose all they have worked to achieve. 

• Possible loss generates resistance. So the 

“drivers” of change need to be 1.5 or more times 

greater to register a new outcome as positive.

• If that is true for normal change, what must it be 

for something dramatic like changing the culture!

*Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky. (1979). "Prospect Theory: An 

Analysis of Decision under Risk" (PDF). Econometrica. 47 (2): 263–291. 



The role of certainty effect/reflection effect



What is culture? One helpful framework
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Based on Schein, Edgar H. The Corporate Culture Survival Guide. Jossey-Bass, 1999.

THREE DIMENSIONS

How the group/institution is organized, how people do their 
work, what norms govern behavior

Strategies, goals, vision and mission statements

Taken-for-granted beliefs, perceptions, thoughts and feelings 
about how to run a successful organization

BEHAVIORS

LANGUAGE

BELIEFS

The rules and assumptions for getting work done.



When organizations 
find themselves 

stuck, it’s often a 
signal that the 

problem they face is 
rooted in culture.

What is culture?

- the unique system for getting work 
done, 

- defined by the spoken and unspoken 
agreements, rules, and assumptions

- that shape the way people behave 
and work together.

CULTURE BECOMES DEFAULT 
BEHAVIOR!

\
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“If we don’t 
design the culture 
we want, we get 
culture by 
default!”



Diversity, 
Equality & 
Inclusion 
Spectrum 

Tool GROUP AVERAGES

Legend:

1 = Not Yet Started
2 = Ready To Start
3= Launched
4 = Well On The Way
5 = Exemplary



Clarify the culture you want to create, 
and where you are today
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Moving from…
1. Hierarchical
2. Exclusion
3. . . .

Moving to…
1. Distributed leadership
2. Inclusion
3. . . .



How to see culture

• Surface assumptions—the 
expectations, unspoken rules, 
and mental frameworks that 
govern organizational life. 

• Make the familiar strange 
enough to notice.

• Listen in to hear the real 
message



Locate found pilots 
by “listening in”
“Listening in” will help you understand how 
your culture can help or hold you back.

• Listening in involves: 

• Deliberately taking a pause

• Talking with individuals and groups 
about what’s going on—often as they go 
about their daily lives

• Asking questions, and recognizing 
signals when your own assumptions are 
getting in the way. 
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Look for “found pilots”— examples of the future 
that already exist in the present
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People, projects, and efforts where behavior is moving in the 
direction you want to go.

“Found

because you 
discover them.

because they are piloting the 
behaviors you want to see—

and you can learn from them and 
use them as a resource to make 

things happen.

pilots”

Found pilots help you change the culture by
working with it, not trying to replace it.



Methodology for working on culture change
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• “Conduct a data-rich 
cultural assessment 
using interviews, 
focus groups, survey 
and ethnographic 
observation

• Understand the core 
features of your 
culture as it relates 
to an organizational 
challenge.

DIAGNOSE THE 
CULTURE ISSUES

• Identify the future 
you want to achieve 

• Describe the 
assumptions, 
beliefs, behaviors, 
and supports that 
need to change in 
order to meet 
expectations.

DESCRIBE THE 
CHANGE

• Create the 
infrastructure for 
change.

• Define practices, 
processes and 
supports to put new 
ways of working into 
action.

• Build a coalition for 
change.

PUT THE CHANGE 
INTO PRACTICE



The CDC cites culture change as a critical part 
of its transformation
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It’s an agency run by geeks. It’s run by 
doctors and Ph.D.'s. What are doctors 
and scientists notoriously bad at? 
Managing. They’re really good at 
hypothesis-driven research and 
analyzing information and making 
predictions about what might happen. 
What they’re really bad at is managing 
people in an effective way. 

Jay Varma, former CDC staff member



YOU ARE 
MARY 
WAKEFIELD
THE NURSE WHO WILL SAVE THE CDC!



Work Groups on Cultural Challenges

At your tables: 

1. Choose a common cultural challenge and work on that together

2. Discuss strategies to address this challenge
1. What is the cultural change – the “from-to” that characterizes this cultural 

challenge?
2. What actions can you take to better understand it?
3. What “found pilots” for change can you identify? What do you need to 

learn to understand these found pilots?

• Choose a recorder (first name alphabetically in the group)

• When we come back together, we will call on one or two groups to 
share their thinking -- all recorders should submit the summary via 
email to Michelle



For when you go back home  . . .
Engage stakeholders systematically
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More Influence Less Influence
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► Build coalitions among 
members of this group

► Link them with others

► Listen carefully to sources of 
resistance

► Find common interests

► Reframe where possible 
(e.g., through a strategic 
theme)

► Convert, if possible, or 
ignore

► Prepare to manage and 
respond to road-blocks

► Connect with those who 
are more powerful

► Keep them informed



Push

► Give an assignment

► Convince others

► One way telling

People may be 
compliant, but they 
often do just the 
minimum.

Pull

► Create an opportunity

► Encourage others to 
commit

► Bi-directional envisioning

People aim higher because 
they’re doing something they 
care about.

“Pull” is stronger than “push”

If you create “pull,” others will do
the work of change for you.



She reset the culture by 
acting her way to new 
thinking



WHETHER YOU ARE 
JULIA OR MARY…



Act Now!
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